Save valuable time and timeless valuables

The Ring Rescue Compression Device shrinks finger size, significantly decreasing the need for ring cutting.

“The Ring Rescue kit allows rescuers to be able to drastically compress the area around the ring to allow it to be removed non-destructively. Overall, Ring Rescue products can be used for a vast range of rescue applications.”

— Michael Piccoli, Paterson Rescue, NJ
What is the Ring Rescue Compression Device (CD)?

The Ring Rescue compression device provides fire professionals with a safe and efficient solution for stuck ring removal that allows for the preservation of sentimental property. The device shrinks finger size 100% of the time, allowing you to manipulate the ring off of the finger without cutting. Reduced finger size, our non-hydrating lubricant and proper manipulation techniques set professionals up for success and significantly reduces the need for destructive methods.

Why fire professionals love Ring Rescue CD

- Preserves valuable property
- Durable
- Always ready – no batteries or charging
- Procedural approach to ring removal
- Safe and effective solution

Why Ring Rescue CD?

- Saves time
- Avoids cutting difficult metals
- Reduces risk
- Higher standard of care
- No blades

What's included

- Compression Device
- Non-hydrating lubricant
- A step-by-step guide that provides specific instructions
- Training videos to set you and your team up for success
- All-inclusive 2-year warranty
- $10 gift card for registering your device at www.ringrescue.com/register

Shrink the finger, remove the ring, preserve the property.
www.ringrescue.com

Disclaimer: In cases of osteoarthritis or severe weight gain, it is extremely difficult to remove a ring non-destructively. What Ring Rescue CD does in these cases is decrease the finger to a more manageable size, allowing you to insert a ring cutter more effectively. This helps to make ring removal a more comfortable process for your customer.